Journals in Communication—Not Included in ISI  
Areas of the Field that Need Representation and Journals not Included in ISI

September 14, 2009
NRC Sub-Categories of the Field

I. Areas of the field based on a modification of the 13 NRC subfields
   A. Broadcast/Video Studies—(13 journals not included) 1 journal included ISI
      Communication list
         1. Broadcasting
         2. Broadcasting and Telecommunication
         3. Broadcasting and the Law (also listed as a legal journal)
         4. Communication Technology
         5. International Journal of Electronic Communication
         6. Journal of Radio and Audio Media
         7. New Review of Film and TV Studies
         9. NHK Broadcasting (Japan) (also listed as a regional journal)
        10. Television
        11. Television & New Media
        12. Television International Broadcasting Studies
        13. Television Quarterly

   B. Communication Technology and New Media—(14 journals not included)—7 journals in ISI communication list
      1. Communications Technology
      2. Computer, Speech and Language
      3. Convergence—The Journal of Research into New Media Technologies
      4. Digital Media
      5. Information, Communication & Society
      7. International Journal of Electronic Communication (not in comm. category)
      8. Journal of Online Space Communication
      9. Journal of Technical Writing and Communication
      10. Mediation, Information & Communication
      11. New Review of Hypermedia and Multimedia
      12. Technical Communication Quarterly
      13. Telematics & Informatics
      14. The Information Society

   C. Critical and Cultural Studies—(12 journals not included) 4 journals included in ISI Communication category
      1. Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies
      2. Communication, Culture, & Critique
      3. Continuum-Journal of Media & Cultural Studies
4. Critical Discourse Studies
5. Discourse—Journal for Theoretical Studies in Media and Culture
6. Feminist Media Studies (also listed in Gender, Race, Ethnicity category)
7. Journal of Communication & Religion
8. Journal of Communication Inquiry
9. Journal of Visual Culture
10. M/C-A Journal of Media and Culture
11. Popular Communication
12. Popular Culture Review

D. Gender, Race, Sexuality, and Ethnicity—(5 journals not included)—0 journals in the ISI Communication list
   1. Feminist Media Studies
   2. Howard Journal of Communication
   3. Media Report to Women
   4. Women & Language
   5. Women Studies in Communication

E. International and Intercultural Communication—(11 journals not included)—3 journals in ISI communication list
   1. Communication for Development and Social Change
   2. Global Media Journal (also listed in Mass Communication)
   3. Global Media and Communication (also listed in Mass Communication)
   4. International Journal of Media & Foreign Policy
   5. Journal of Development Communication (India)
   6. Journal of Global Mass Communication (also listed in Mass Communication)
   7. Journal of Intercultural Communication Research
   8. Journal of International and Intercultural Communication (under review)
   9. Language and Intercultural Communication
   10. Media Development

F. Interpersonal Communication (5 journals)—2 journals in the ISI communication list
   1. Journal of Family Communication (under review)
   2. Journal of Language and Social Psychology (included in ISI social psychology)
   3. Personal Relationships (included in ISI social psychology)
   4. Journal of Nonverbal Behavior (included in ISI social psychology)

G. Journalism Studies—(11 journals not included)—3 journals included in ISI communication list
   1. American Journalism Review
   2. American Journalism
   3. British Journalism Review
   4. Columbia Journalism Review
   5. International Communication Gazette
   6. Journalism History
   7. Journalism & Communication Monographs
8. Journalism and Mass Communication Educator (under review) (also listed in Education/Pedagogy category)
9. Journalism Studies (under review)
10. Journalism—Theory, Practice and Criticism
11. Newspaper Research Journalism

H. Language and Social Interaction (6 journals listed in ISI Communication Category)
   1. Discourse & Communication
   2. Critical Discourse Studies

I. Mass Communication—(24 journals not included)—6 journals listed in ISI Communication category
   1. American Journal of Media Psychology
   2. Emergences—Journal for the Study of Media and Composite Cultures
   3. Global Media and Communication (also listed in International/Intercultural)
   4. Global Media Journal (also listed in International/Intercultural)
   5. International Communication Bulletin
   6. International Communication Gazette
   7. International Journal of Media and Foreign Policy (also listed in International/Intercultural)
   8. International Journal of Media Management
   10. Journal of Communication Studies
   11. Journal of Global Mass Communication (also listed in international)
   12. Journal of Health and Mass Communication
   13. Journal of Mass Media Ethics
   14. Journal of Media & Religion
   15. Journal of Media Practice
   16. Journal of Media Sociology
   17. Journal of Popular Film and Television (in ISI, but not comm. category)
   18. Mass Communication Review
   19. Methods & Methods
   20. Media
   21. Media Asia (also listed in regional journals)
   22. Media History
   23. Media Studies Journal
   24. Southwestern Mass Communication

J. Organizational and Business Communication (3 journals included in ISI communication list)
   1. Journal of Business Communication (under review)
   2. Business Communication Quarterly
   3. Small Group Behavior (included in ISI, but not communication)
K. Public Relations/Advertising—(9 journals not included)—4 journals in ISI communication list
1. Advertising & Society Review
2. International Journal of Advertising
3. Journal of Advertising Education
4. Journal of Current Issues & Research in Advertising
5. Journal of Interactive Advertising (under review)
6. Public Relations Quarterly
7. Public Relations Tactics (practitioner journal)
8. PR Reporter (practitioner journal)

L. Speech, Rhetorical, and Argumentation Journals—(10 journals not included)—1 journal in ISI communication list (also performance studies)
1. Argumentation and Alternative Communication (ISI journal in Arts & Humanities)
2. Argumentation—International Society for the Study of Argument
3. Argumentation and Advocacy
4. Quarterly Journal for Interdisciplinary Study of Rhetoric, Culture, and Politics
5. Rhetoric and Public Affairs
6. Rhetoric Review
7. Rhetoric Society Quarterly
8. Rhetorica: A Journal of the History of Rhetoric (ISI listed in English)
9. Philosophy and Rhetoric (ISI listed in Philosophy)
10. Text and Performance Quarterly (in ISI, but in Theater-Arts & Humanities)

M. General Communication Journals (2 journal not included)—8 journals listed in ISI
1. Communication Research Reports
2. Communication Review

II. Other Areas of Field Low in Coverage and Possible Journal Nominations

A. Communication Instruction/Pedagogy—(7 journals not included)—0 journals in this area
1. Business Communication Quarterly
2. Communication Education
3. Communication Teacher
4. Education, Communication, and Information
5. Journal of Advertising Education
6. Journalism and Mass Communication Educator (under review)
7. Journal of Language Identity and Education

B. Communication Law & Policy—(8 journals not included)—0 journals in ISI communication list
1. Broadcasting and the Law
2. Communication, Law and Policy (under review)
3. Communication and the Law
4. International Journal of Communications Law and Policy
6. Journal of Media Law and Ethics
7. Media Law and Practice
8. News Media and the Law

C. U.S. Regional and State Journals (5 journals not included)—0 journals listed in ISI
   1. Atlantic Journal of Communication (formerly New Jersey Journal of Communication)
   2. Central States Communication Journal
   3. Communication Quarterly
   4. Southern States Communication Journal
   5. Western Journal of Communication

D. Country/Regional Journals in Communication (18 journals not included, also listed in categories above)—currently includes 5 journals
   a. Asian—6
      1) Asian Communication Research (Korean)
      2) Asian Media
      3) Journal of Asian Pacific Communication
      4) Keio Communication Review (Japan)
      5) Media Asia
      6) NHK Broadcasting (Japan)
   b. Australian
      1) Australian Journal of Communication
      2) Journal of International Communication
   c. Africa
      1) African Media Review
      2) Communicare: Journal for Communication Sciences in South Africa
   d. Canada—Canadian Journal of Communication
   e. Europe—Communications: European Journal of Communication Research
   f. India
      1) Communicator
      2) Journal of Development Communication (Malaysia)
   g. Israel—Language and Communication in Israel
   h. Russia—Russian Journal of Communication
   i. Scandinavia—NORDICOM—Review of Nordic Research on Media and Communication
   j. United Kingdom—British Journalism Review